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ABSTRACT: Energy supply to meet the needs of socio-economic development is facing and will face many 

problems and challenges, especially the gradual depletion of domestic fossil fuel resources, fluctuating oil 

prices, and impacts of climate change on security and safety in energy supply ... Therefore, step by step 

diversifying the energy supply and electricity sources based on the renewable energy sources that Vietnam has 

potential, Especially the sources of biomass, wind, solar ... are considered as one of the sustainable 

development solutions. Based on these requirements, the national assessment of solar power on the 

development of grid-connected solar power projects in Vietnam until 2020, and the vision to 2030, is very 

important, clearly identifying the potential of solar energy nationwide, contributing to concretizing the 

implementation of the national renewable energy development strategy, socio-economic development planning 

of provinces and cities contributes to reducing regional environmental pollution and contributes to regional 

economic development objectives and role. The paper presents an overview of the theoretical, technical, 

economic and current potentials of solar energy exploitation and use through the application of Geographical 

Information System tools (GIS). Moreover, the authors will evaluate and analyze the ability to exploit and use 

solar energy to partially meet the energy needs of the provinces and cities. In this study, planning and scenario 

of exploiting and using solar energy of the province apply cluster analysis tool on GIS and proposing potential 

areas to prioritize solar power development nationwide.
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INTRODUCTION

The world is at risk of an energy crisis because traditional sources of energy such as coal, oil are running out, 

high prices, unstable supply, many alternative energy sources are of particular interest to scientists. Exploiting 

renewable energy is a worldwide strategy, an effective solution to solve energy security [1]. According to the 

latest figures of IEA, fossil energy consumption in 2019 of the world still accounts for 71.8% (the rest is new 

energy or renewable energy). In 1973, this proportion was 86.7% (of which only oil accounted for 46.2%) [2]. 

So after 45 years, the world has only reduced 14.9% of fossil energy consumption thanks to the light growth of 

clean energy. The IEA also reiterates forecasts of world energy consumption. Accordingly, in 2040, the world's 

energy consumption will increase by 30% compared to 2015 levels [3]. The IEA believes that in order to 

achieve its goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions under the Paris Agreement on climate change, global 

energy consumption by 2040 is only allowed to increase by 10% compared to 2015 levels.

It is estimated that Vietnam will lack energy supply from traditional fossil fuels, which need to be 

supplemented by renewable energy sources. According to the plan, by 2020, Vietnam will produce 5% of 

electricity from renewable energy [4]. Even so far, the country has only 20 wind turbines with a capacity of 1.5 

MW / turbine located in Ninh Thuan, and solar energy is still a potential left open in Vietnam [5]. Solar 

potential is reflected in the number of sunny hours. The annual average in our country is about 1400 - 3000 

hours of sunshine [6]. Vietnam has the advantage of being one of the countries with the most solar distribution 

of the year on the world's solar radiation map [7]. With a coastline of more than 3,000 km, thousands of islands 

are currently inhabited, but many places are unable to get electricity to it. Vietnam has potential for solar 

energy, which can be exploited for uses such as: (i) Hot water heating, (ii) Electricity generation and (iii) Other 

applications such as drying, cooking, etc. With a total high sunshine time of over 2,500 hours / year, the 
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average total annual radiation volume of about 230-250 kcal / cm2 in the direction of increasing towards the 

south is a good basis for the development of solar technologies [8]. 

The use of solar energy as a local energy source to replace traditional forms of energy, meeting the needs of the 

island population is a meaningful solution in terms of economy, national security and national defense. 

However, the application of solar energy in Vietnam so far has many limitations, even though this solution has 

the effect of mitigating greenhouse effects and global climate change [9]. Among the difficulties that limit the 

widespread use of solar energy in people's lives are: investment costs and costs of solar power production are 

still quite high, equipment and facilities are not popular in Vietnam; moreover, there is a lack of scientific 

information needed to assess the solar potential [10]. 

Solar has advantages such as: Clean, low fuel and maintenance costs, safe for users ... In addition, developing 

the solar cell manufacturing industry will contribute to replacing fossil energy sources, reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions and protecting the environment [11]. Therefore, this is considered a valuable source of energy, can 

replace the old forms of energy are increasingly exhausted [12]. For a long time, many parts of the world have 

used solar energy as an alternative to traditional resources. In Denmark, in 2000, more than 30% of households 

used solar panels to heat water. In Brazil, in remote and rugged regions like Amazon, solar power always takes 

the leading position. Even in Southeast Asia, solar power in the Philippines also ensures the daily needs of 

400,000 people [13]. 

Solar power is the field of research to convert solar energy into electrical energy. There are currently two 

modes of generating electricity from solar energy. Converts sunlight directly into electricity using solar panels 

(Photovoltaic (PV)) [14]. A solar cell is a technology that produces electricity from semiconductors under the 

effect of sunlight. When light reaches photovoltaic cells, it produces electricity. In the absence of light, these 

cells stop producing electricity. This transition is also known as the photoelectric effect [15]. This method is 

used in large and small scale electricity production, powering spacecraft or public lighting, etc. Indirect 

conversion by creating high temperatures with a system of mirrors and focus light to heat the driving fluid for 

the generator [16]. This method applies to large-scale production [17]. Solar energy is also used to heat water, 

warm the space with heat collectors, or cook water with pan focusing on sunlight. Sham 1, the world's largest 

solar thermal power plant, officially came into operation on March 17, 2013 with a capacity of 100 MW. The 

Sham 1 factory has a system of 192 rows of large parabolic mirrors on an area the size of 285 football fields. 

Light from 192 rows of mirrors is used to boil water. Steam will spin the turbine of the generator. With a 

capacity of 100 megawatts, the sham 1 factory accounts for 10% of the world's total solar energy production 

[18-22]. 

In this paper, the objective of the study is to review the overall potential (theoretical potential, technical 

potential, economics potential) of solar energy through the application of GIS tools. On the basis of the 

analysis, that assessment will develop scenarios of exploiting and using solar energy in the development of 

renewable electricity systems in Vietnam. 

METHODOLOGY AND MATERIALS 

Methodology 

The study of solar power potential assessment is carried out step by step, from general to detailed, specific, 

inherited previous related studies, including the following steps: 

Step 1: Collect documents and data 

Collecting documents and data related to socio-economic development, land use planning, development 

planning of industries of the province. Gather information on electricity projects that have been implemented in 

the province. Conduct a preliminary survey of potential locations. 

Step 2: Preliminary assessment of solar power potential 

Based on the solar map of the provincial area, extracted from the document "Solar resource map" issued by the 

Ministry of Industry and Trade in January 2015. This is an important basis in the preliminary determination of 

areas in villages, communes and districts with solar potential to conduct planning area survey. 

Step 3: Determine theoretical solar power potential 
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Based on data on solar radiation data, the average number of sunny days gathered from measurement agencies, 

climate monitoring in the province established a preliminary map of the theoretical solar potential of Quang 

Ngai province. Assess the correlation of the map in step 3 with the map of the Ministry of Industry and Trade in 

step 2. 

Step 4: Determine technical solar power potential 

From topographic and geological maps, maps of land use planning, economic zone planning, industrial clusters 

... combine solar power potential map theory to build preliminary technical potential solar power map (regions 

with solar power potential can deploy to build and operate solar power projects with technical conditions). Field 

survey, collecting relevant planning data (economic zone planning, industrial clusters, agricultural planning, 

irrigation planning, forest planning ...) to identify the excluded areas. Making map of exclusion zone and buffer 

zone for planned solar power development planning by MapInfo software. Overlay the excluded region map 

with the preliminary technical solar potential map to create the technical solar power potential map for 

planning. 

Step 5: Determine the economic potential of solar power 

Assessment of factors affecting uneven cost competitiveness among regions; Determine the area and capacity 

scale of economic solar power project areas. 

Combining the processing of actual data collected during the survey with the inherited research of research 

results of other units and organizations previously conducted for statistics, analysis, forecast, calculation and 

evaluation to identify theoretical, technical and economic potentials and orientations of solar power connection 

to the electricity grid (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Principle diagram of the research methodology for calculation of technical potential and economic 

potential of solar power (Source: Institute of Energy and NREL) 

Materials 
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Using direct and indirect data collection methods to collect necessary documents and data for research contents. 

Carry out field surveys in localities: meet and interact with regulatory agencies, economic experts, energy 

technology at the central and local level to exchange, analyze and evaluate related professional issues. 

The original data used for the study included: (1) Using a map of solar potential from research results of the 

World Bank (WB), Ministry of Industry and Trade, published in 2015, General Department of Meteorology [2]. 

(2) Radiation data was collected from meteorological stations across the country. (3) Digital map of current 

status and land use planning; Current status map and transport planning: Infrastructure (roads and transport 

networks, ports, power grids, etc.) is available and in the plan until 2030. (4) Data on sunshine hours were 

collected from meteorological stations between 1983 and 2012. (5) Other figures such as: load demand, 

socioeconomic ... from National Power Development Planning and other projects have been implemented [23]. 

Regulations on exclusion and buffer zones criteria for solar PV activities while waiting for general regulations 

to apply throughout Vietnam. This is a provisional regulation proposed by the study, in consultation with 

experts. Documents serving the elimination of unsuitable areas for solar power development include current 

status and land use plans, mineral plans, etc. In addition, consult local authorities and relevant agencies. 

Evaluation criteria 

Solar radiation is probably the most important criteria for evaluating solar power development projects. It is 

necessary to evaluate the expected solar potential in each area and evaluate the impact on the financial 

performance of the project. There is no need to set a limit on the assessment of technical potential, especially in 

the FIT pricing mechanism, because there will be cases when the solar radiation is low but PV solar power 

development is very reasonable because of achieving economic benefits on all other parameters of the project. 

Table 1. Proposal of exclusion criteria and evaluation criteria for Vietnam 

Exclusion criteria (applicable to technical potential 

assessments) 

Evaluation criteria (applicable to assessing economic 

potential and developing solar energy development 

scenarios) 

Slope <15o   

Exclusion altitude >2000m   

Distance to urban areas 2000m GHI solar radiation (kWh/m2/year):  

 

  - Base Cost-avoided 

value for each 

region 

  - High >1500 

Distance to residential areas (countryside) 500m Distance to the connection point, 

km) 

 

- Low <5 

- Base <10 

- High <20 

Minimum distance from nature reserves, 

forests, archaeological sites and coastlines, 

paddy land. 

200m Distance to road (km)  

- Low <0.5 

- Base <1 

- High <2 

Minimum distance to the shore of the 

water 

100m   

Minimum distance to roads, railways, 

power lines 

50m   

Minimum distance to airports and military 

facilities 

2000m   

Minimum area (applicable for this study) >10ha   

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Theoretical potential 

The theoretical potential is taken from products of the World Bank in combination with the Ministry of 

Industry and Trade and the Spanish side. The radiation value of Vietnam horizontally ranges from 897 kWh /m2 
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/year to 2108 kWh/ m2/year. Corresponding to the day, the smallest value reaches 2.46 kWh/m2/day and the 

largest is 5.77 kWh /m2/day. 

 

Figure 2. Map of the national solar radiation (globalsolaratlas.info) 

Technical potential 

 

Figure 3. Potential technical capacity by province 

By analyzing the results of the calculation of technical potential, the total available area is very large, 

accounting for nearly 14% of the total area of the country, with the available technical potential of 1,677,461 

MW.  

Economic potential 

The typical LCOE curve for Vietnam depends on the intensity of the GHI solar radiation and is classified 

according to the regions as shown in Figure 4. Citation avoidance energy costs (LACE) are used to calculate 

economic potential for low and high scenarios. With the economic limit of avoidable cost by region, the 

calculation results show that there is no area in the North that meets the criteria for solar conductivity lower 

than the avoidable cost of the Northern power system. Out of 63 provinces and cities, only 25 provinces have 

economic potential, with a total area of 5,041.4 km2, with an installed capacity of about 166 GW and an 
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estimated electricity output of 262,327 TWh / year. 

 

Figure 4. LCOE values and LACE values by domain 

In the high scenario, when the avoided cost of the electricity system is assumed to be 9,056 USCents / kWh, the 

total area of economic potential is increased to 11,692 km2 with a total installed capacity of 385.8 GW. In 

which, the northern provinces (Lai Chau, Dien Bien and Son La) appear to have relative economic potential. 

Thus, the results of the calculation according to the high option have quantified the highest economic potential 

value that can be developed in Vietnam, provided that the price support mechanism for PV is currently applied 

(FIT). 

The research team has grouped areas with the aim of giving priority to the development of more advantageous 

areas according to criteria near 3 powerlines and distance to the nearest roads. The grouping criteria are applied 

according to the K-Nearest-neighbor space (Space constraint) according to the distance of EUCLIDEAN. The 

GHI is applied to cluster classification. 

After considering the factors affecting LCOE of solar power plants, the development of priority lists according 

to criteria k is proposed by the research team based on the three criteria that have the greatest impact on 

economic efficiency. It is the intensity of solar radiation (GHI), the distance to the power line (km) and the 

distance to the nearest road (km). 

With the calculated value for the three criteria mentioned above for each group (cluster), the research team can 

calculate the LCOE value for each group (cluster) according to the LCOE calculation model (presented above). 

Based on that, we have set up the priority order for solar power development for each group (cluster) in the 

period 2021 - 2025 and 2026-2030. In principle, the most economically viable areas (groups) (lowest LCOEs) 

will be prioritized for development first. 
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Figure 5. Result of clustering according to high scenario (left) and low scenario (right) 

Preliminary analysis of the classification results according to the priority criteria to develop the regions with the 

lowest LCOE costs for the Central and the South, the low scenario, the team found that: 

The Central region is the region with the lowest LCOE, the economic potential for solar PV development 

should be developed almost all of the TA in 2021-2025 so as to bring the highest economic benefits to the 

country. Except for some areas (clusters 18, 7, 21, 25, 9, 16, 13) with relatively higher LCOE cost than other 

areas that will be developed in 2026-2030. The Southern region focuses on early development for the period of 

2021 - 2025 in the areas of Tay Ninh, Binh Duong, Binh Phuoc (cluster 20), border areas between Dong Nai 

and Binh Thuan, Long An, Ba Ria-Vung Tau (cluster 16). Other land with economic potential for solar power 

development will be focused on development in the period 2026 – 2030. With the above priority scenario, in 

the period of 2021 - 2025, 40-60 GW of solar PV economic potential will be developed focusing on the Central 

region and Tay Ninh, Binh Duong, Binh Phuoc, Dak Lak. 

The rest of the economic potential (100-120 GW) should be prioritized for development between 2025 and 

2030, and focus on the southern provinces, and the remaining highland areas. With the high scenario, when 

there are many potential economic regions, including the Northern regions, the classification of solar power 

economic development priority is proposed by the research team through analysis of the following results: 

Like the low scenario above, the Central region is the region with the lowest LCOE, economic potential for 

solar power development should be fully developed to exploit resources in the period of 2021-2025 to bring the 

highest economic benefits to the country. Except for some areas with relatively higher LCOE cost than other 

areas that will be developed in the period 2026-2030. This area is expected to grow about 100GW in this high 

scenario. The Southern region focuses on early development for the period of 2021 - 2025 in the areas of Tay 

Ninh, Binh Duong, Binh Phuoc (cluster 20), entire areas of Dong Nai and Binh Thuan, areas of Long An, Ba 

Ria-Vung Tau (cluster 16) and some highland areas. Other areas with economic potential for solar power 

development will be focused on development in the period 2026 - 2030, including all areas with economic 

potential of the North. With the above priority scenario, in the period of 2021 - 2025, it will be possible to 

develop about 100 GW of solar power economic potential, focusing on the Central region and Tay Ninh, Binh 

Duong and Binh Phuoc and the Central. The rest of the high-potential economic potential (~ 285GW) should be 

prioritized for development in the period 2025 - 2030, and after 2030, concentrated in the southern provinces of 

the South, and plateau areas, and the entire northern region. 
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Through spatial analysis and the use of map overlapping methods, it is noticeable that priority economic areas 

are developed and proposed in clusters. The high scenario is relatively coinciding with the location of proposed 

development projects for the period to 2020. However, many of the proposed projects located in the area have 

been excluded due to the fact that they have not been updated and supplemented. There is no accounting of 

connection costs and system costs for the economy. Furthermore, Vietnam's land classification system is 

different from the land classification used in this assessment according to ESA-CCI, which can therefore lead to 

the exclusion of a small number of areas. The resolution of the input data set on the land use map also plays a 

very important role in excluding areas from economic potential for solar power development. This also points 

to the problem that when investors or localities propose to develop projects often lack a holistic view, a long-

term orientation and necessary information for zoning areas and groups to develop solar power most 

economically. By analyzing and assessing solar potential through this spatial GIS analysis, localities and 

investors will have a useful tool in orienting areas for solar power development. 

CONCLUSION 

Research and assessment of solar potential has built a methodology to evaluate theoretical, technical and 

economic potentials for scientific and accurate solar energy, based on experience in the world. 

Although there are many limitations, especially about digital input maps that are very lacking and have not 

been verified in reality, the study evaluated the potential of solar energy. It was first conducted in Vietnam on 

the basis of GIS digital map, gave a detailed assessment, for potential types of solar energy on spatial map, 

quantify the numbers by province and by region, as well as make preliminary assessments of the environmental 

impact of solar power development according to quantitative criteria. 

The analysis results show that Vietnam has a huge solar potential, distributed relatively evenly in the Central 

and the South, partly in the North West provinces of the North. In particular, the theoretical potential is 

360000GW, the technical potential is 1678.5 GW, the economic potential (under the low scenario) is 166GW, 

the economic potential (under the high scenario) is 385.8 GW. 

Analysis of scenarios shows that the calculation results depend and fluctuate strongly according to the input 

hypotheses, especially economic potential. The results of grouping according to radiation characteristics only 

show that areas should be given priority to develop PV with the lowest social costs and need to have a better 

supporting mechanism policy such as infrastructure development (roads, grids and power stations ...) for areas 

with the best economic potential. 

Although the results are still limited and preliminary due to the lack of input database, this study is a 

breakthrough in the field of applying GIS tools to planning and assessing potential for solar energy in particular 

and renewable energy in general. The study specifically quantified solar energy potentials that were previously 

estimated qualitatively. Further studies are needed to complete the results, refine the data and evaluate the 

potential for market deployment and planning implementation. 
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